HOW MARGINAL COSTING INFLATES UTILITY BILLS.
The energy market is in turmoil, hurting economic prospects more than at any time since 1973. One of
the culprits is the use of marginal costing and pricing via daily fixes to form final market prices which
govern the wholesale market. The energy market is writing the epithet for neo-classical economics.
Marx observed that competition turned the world upside down ensuring that those economists
enchanted by this topsy turvy view could only offer vulgar explanations for the movement of prices. Neoclassical theories in the 19th Century were ideas waiting to mature. As soon as the division of labour
multiplied while the compositions of capital uncoupled, so that prices appeared to be no longer in contact
with labour times, so the ground was fertilised for neo-classical ideas to flourish around market prices.
The age of marginal utility together with marginal cost came into being. So what is marginal utility?
Marginal utility has become the economic narrative of the capitalist class only because they are
unproductive consumers. They are not direct producers. It is not their labour which is expended. Thus
they are happy to adopt the doctrine of marginal utility which is the doctrine of the parasite. For them
market prices are formed on the consumption side by consumers’ willingness to buy a thing based on its
properties.. “They claim the value, and hence the price, of a commodity resides in its usefulness (or utility)
and therefore is in the eye of the consumer. It is a question of psychology, of need, what the brain tells the
wallet. The more useful the commodity is perceived to be, or made to be, (by marketing and advertising),
the more valuable it is considered and the higher its price. (Extracted from my pamphlet.)
A whole pseudo-science has come into being to measure marginal utility. As marginal utility is defined as
the level of satisfaction gained from consuming one additional unit of the thing, the art lies in measuring
that incremental satisfaction and discovering when it will fall to 0. There is even a formula for measuring
marginal utility. Each year tens of billions of marketing Dollars are spent (wasted) determining this.
MU =

__ Change in Total Utility____
Change in the number of Units

Obviously if the total utility is greater it will allow more units to be consumed before no more utility is
gained. There is even a graph which plots the interaction between total utility and units consumed.
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In reality utility is not primarily about the relationship between the consumer and a thing but between
the consumer and society. It’s all about income, stupid. Every boy racer desires a Ferrari, but only 0.1% of
the population can afford one or two. But to be sure, for the idle rich who merely seek to flaunt it, the
marginal utility form them is less than for the boy racer who would treasure it for its technical brilliance.
Furthermore, there is no reason why Ferraris could not be built by robots bringing down their price at
least five fold. Were this to happen and should the final product be indistinguishable from the original
product which is possible, would this reduce its inherent utility? All it would do is to reduce its snob appeal.
Marginal utility, that is demand, is always a function of price. Marshall one of the preeminent
psychologists oops economists failed to take this into account. “Because of the constancy in the marginal
utility of money, Marshall could not distinguish between income effect and substitution effect of a price
change. We know that a change in the price of a commodity results in two types of changes—one is the
income effect and another is the substitution effect. Marshall considered only the substitution effect and
ignored the income effect.” As a result of criticism of Marshall a less worse theory was developed called
the indifference curve. The reader may decide that I made a frivolous substitution between psychologists
and economists. Not so. Today corporate marketing, sales and advertising departments employ more
psychologists than do health services and it is likely their number also exceeds that of economists.
Through marginal utility, the topsy turvy world of the vulgar economist is revealed. It is not marginal utility
that informs price but in most cases, it is price which governs marginal utility. In the case of the Ferrari
the marginal utility of this piece of polluting metal is only relevant to a small minority.
So let us deal with the mass market not the luxury market walled off by income populated by those who
have more money than brains (a psychological paradox if ever there was one). Every day ordinary
consumers necessarily juggle their income, deciding what to spend on the basis of their priorities and once
these are met, they may have enough left over for discretionary spending. In other words the ‘substitution
effect’ is stronger the lower down the income ladder one goes. What could be more mundane than baked
beans? Of course Kraft Heinz uses advertising to eulogize over the quality and the integrity of their
product. Perhaps even making it slightly more nourishing than the competition. That way to build
consumer loyalty and elevate their selling price by a few cents or pennies.
But wait, in today's inflationary times something has happened. It appears that the marginal utility of
Heinz beans has changed, but not the total utility or preference of the consumer for baked beans. You
see, they can no longer afford to pay Heinz’s prices so instead they have switched to supermarket own
brand or saver brands. They may be buying the same amount of cans of beans, it’s just not Heinz beans.
Of course Kraft Heinz may be willing to pay Google or Facebook for all the stolen personal information
which tracks the movements of their customers and ex-customers, including within supermarkets as well
as a breakdown of what they are buying, but it does not matter one iota. Nothing they can do will change
the impoverished consumer’s mind. Advertisers and marketeers are just throwing their money away in
cyberspace chasing after utility.
Where marginal utility breaks down at the margins, is that it is unable to span the chasm between what
people want and what they can afford. Nor can it deal with the tectonic shifts in consumer preferences
when brand new products are introduced changing the matrix of wants. Nor can it deal with shifts in
income and prices of production. None of these factors can be known until they are known. In other words
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consumer preferences are ‘after the fact’ never ‘before the fact’. All marketing departments are really
involved in is with ‘catch-up’.
The most malign aspect of marginal utility, that is the claim that it is the use value of a commodity which
determines its price, is the emergence of modern consumerism. Clearly, if it is held that the market price
of an article is determined by the consumer and if the consumer can be emotionally manipulated into
believing the product has an enhanced ‘must have utility’, these customers could be induced into paying
a higher price for that article. It was Marginal Utility which acted as the ideological mid-wife giving birth
to modern marketing in the 1930s. For the first time a religion born of earth replaced religions born of
heaven. Now the reward shifted from praying to spending. ‘Must have now’ substituted for preparing for
the Pearly Gates. Social status came to be measured by the adornment of material goods, and capitalism
embarked on its wasteful but highly profitable over-productions as soon as productivity boosted incomes.
Marginal costs.
The same applies to marginal cost. Here the topsy turvy world is even easier to discern. Marginal cost
represents the incremental costs incurred when producing additional units of a good or service. This is the
standard definition and it is Wrong. If this was true, capitalism would never have been able to mass
produce any article thereby enjoying the advantages of economies of scale and therefore incrementally
lower marginal costs. It is with the emergence of mass production that the marginal theory of utility and
cost blows up, for now it is the case that higher utility intersects with lower prices. In other words they
move in opposite and therefore contradictory directions. The topsy turvy world is turned right side up.
Let us take flat screen televisions, which after smartphones, has been the biggest consumer electronic
innovation this century. Here is an interesting article which traces the market price of flat screen
televisions from their introduction in 1997 to later iterations over 20 years. The results are shown in the
graph below and are in cost per Dollars per square inch. I have added in 2022 for a 55” LG OLED TV. Over
this time the comparative price has fallen 900% from over $6 psi to just 75 cents.
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But this is only the crudest of comparisons. Qualitatively, measured by pixel density, today’s OLED screens
have four times the resolution compared to the first plasma screens which ushered in the age of flatscreen
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televisions, and they have much more accurate colorations. They are also lighter and their sound quality
is better. In every way the marginal utility of flat screen television is far higher than twenty years ago. (I
wish the same could be said for the content that appears on their screens.)
So here we have it. Flat screens have benefited from economies of scale which by dramatically reducing
prices has created an expanded market for this product. Furthermore, mass production creates the
finances to enhance Research & Development. The movement from Plasma to LCD, from LCD to LED and
finally onto OLED was accelerated by mass production which created the funds for this research while
reducing the threshold price for the pilot products.
It appears that on deeper analysis it is exchange value that determines the price of supply while it is the
distribution of income that determines the allocation of demand for these products. Much more labour
goes into building a Ferrari F40 than a Ford Focus making it horribly expensive which is why only 60 are
produced each year selling for $1.9 million each compared to the cheaper Focus which is sold in quantities
of hundreds of thousands.
In conclusion Marx begins his examination of capitalism in Volume 1 by examining the two aspects of the
commodity - its use-value and value - or the substance of value and its magnitude. (Chapter 1, Section 1,
Book 1 Das Kapital). Marx has been criticised for not criticising the theory of utility though he recognised
it belonged to the emerging school of vulgar economics. His reason was somewhat different, he distinctly
said that the study of “use value as such lies outside the sphere of investigation of political economy.” He
went on to say this study properly belongs to the realm of “commercial knowledge of commodities” or
the realm of the interaction of the commodity owner and consumer and not to the realm of the interaction
of the commodity and its actual producer. The fact that the bourgeoisie have elevated use-value over
exchange value, consumption over production, vulgar economics over classical political economy, is to
obscure any discussion over how and by whom commodities are produced so as to avoid the social context
of production. For them, commodities may as well grow on trees.
The wholesale energy market.
This brings us to the purpose of this article, the hot topic of energy prices in a cold climate notably
electricity prices. Neo-classical economics is the language of neo-liberalism. And marginal costs are the
currency of wholesale energy markets which emerged with deregulation (privatisation) in the early 1990s.
The wholesale energy market in this case electricity is fixed by auction every half hour. “Supply and
demand impact the price, with both having to be balanced every half hour by the National Grid. Put simply:
there’ll be more demand for energy in late afternoon than the middle of the night; and more demand in
winter than in summer. And like anything, a higher demand means a higher price.” (Source: EDF)
What sets the market price at every fix is the marginal generation unit needed to satisfy demand. The
price you pay for your power is set by the marginal generation unit. By this we mean whatever type of
power, from whatever source, met the peak demand. (My emphasis) (Source: EDF) In some countries it is
the locational marginal cost which includes transmission costs. “The ultimate price of a unit of electricity
(MWh) is typically referred to as a “locational marginal price” (LMP). It is locational because there are
costs associated with transmitting the electricity from the generation source to the location (“node”)
where it is consumed. “Marginal” refers to the fact that the cost of all the electricity consumed at a given
time and place is determined by the most expensive (“marginal”) resource in the mix.”
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Here is a clear explanation of how this pricing works and the justification for this pricing. The wholesale
market in the EU is a system of marginal pricing, also known as pay-as-clear market, where all electricity
generators get the same price for the power they are selling at a given moment. Electricity producers (from
national utilities to individuals who generate their own renewable energy and sell into the grid) bid into
the market: they establish their price according to their production cost. Renewable energy sources are
produced at zero cost, and are therefore by definition always the cheapest. The bidding goes from the
cheapest to most the expensive energy source. The cheapest electricity is bought first, next offers in line
follow. Once the full demand is satisfied, everybody obtains the price of the last producer from which
electricity was bought. This model provides efficiency, transparency and incentives to keep costs as low as
possible. The alternative would not provide cheaper prices. In the pay-as-bid model, producers (including
cheap renewables) would simply bid at the price they expect the market to clear, not at zero or at their
generation costs. (my underlining) (REPowerEU Plan) Of course the alternative pricing model underlined
is a red herring and of course renewable energy does not cost €0. Below are levelized cost of energy
generation. I chose the USA because the 2021 data is less distorted than in the EU. (The range is set by
the black graph which is the highest cost and blue graph which is lowest cost.)
Graph 1.

(Source: Statista USA in 2021.)
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Thus as intermittent renewables play a bigger role in energy production so they increasingly contribute to
the volatility of market prices. Let us assume that the production capacity of wind and solar has grown to
50% of the total capacity. Let us assume that because of lack of wind and heavy cloud, they can only
provide 25% capacity. But on the day demand is equal to 75% of total capacity meaning that the balance
of 50% can only be satisfied employing the total non-renewable capacity including the most expensive gas
powered generators. The price will thus be set by gas at say its marginal cost of $180 per megawatt hour.
This being so, the wind farm owners will receive $180 MWH for their output, three times higher than its
cost. Now let us assume that the weather is perfect and the renewable producers can meet 50% of output.
Let us say that now the marginal cost of meeting demand falls to $135. Accordingly, the wind farms receive
only 75% as much for each unit of electricity. So though they have doubled their output their income has
only gone up by 25%. If demand falls below 75% dragging down the marginal offer price, then it could be
the case that the wind farms make as much money when the wind is becalmed as when it blows strongly.
The net effect of this economic madness is that electricity prices are elevated by marginal pricing, and not
only elevated, but rendered highly volatile. And volatility is always the hunting ground for the speculators.
The wholesale market does not simply consist of suppliers of gas, coal, wind and solar but includes a whole
host of additional players. Wholesale energy is a term referring to the bulk purchase and sale of energy
products—primarily electricity, but also steam and natural gas—in the wholesale market by energy
producers and energy retailers. Other participants in the wholesale energy market include financial
intermediaries, energy traders, and large consumers. (My emphasis)
So what would be the alternative, short of nationalisation, in other words what capitalist alternative could
there be. The answer is weighted average production costs. Here the weighting would include an
estimation of the typical time in use for each type of energy producer taking into account blended weather
data. Even if this cost was set every month, this would still result in much cheaper electricity for the
consumer while providing less opportunity for the speculators.
It would also mean that the gas price would play a much smaller role in determining the sale price of
electricity. Currently marginal costing means that in the UK at least, the cost of electricity follows the cost
of gas, and this is likely throughout the EU as well because energy forms 40% of the final user price.
Graph 2.
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It is largely the cost of the gas powered generation that sets prices due to marginal costing. This does not
stop the EU blaming Russia for their own mess. “Russia’s unprovoked and unjustified military aggression
against Ukraine, has massively disrupted the world’s energy system. It has caused hardship as a result of
high energy prices and it has heightened energy security concerns, bringing to the fore the EU’s overdependence on gas, oil and coal imports from Russia. (First paragraph in the REPowerEU Plan)
There is another interesting aspect to this graph. Note that nominal prices are no higher today than in
2019 when Russia did not engage in “unprovoked” attacks, and yet consumer prices are much higher.
Note as well, despite the renewable share of production having increased, electricity prices are much
higher than gas prices, the most expensive marginal costing producer. Hmmm! This is sinister and reeks
of profiteering. Energy producers must be thanking Putin every day they get out of bed for providing the
cover needed to rip off consumers and energy dependent businesses. My union Unite is wrong to say that:
“Our analysis finds that at least 30% of the energy price cap increase over the last year is made up of profit
for companies across the energy supply chain.” This has to be an underestimate of the profits made by
the energy producers given that the current capped price is two-thirds higher than the £1180 households
spent on gas & electricity in 2019, when wholesale gas prices were similar.
And until the market lays marginal costing to rest this is what price movements will look like. The
equivalent of a shard of broken glass at the throat of the consumer and worker.
Graph 3.

Source: Catalyst
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Or this
Graph 4.

Source: Catalyst
Or this viewed on a longer scale showing the effect of Covid, supply constraints and the Ukraine all
providing cover for profit gouging.

Graph 5.

None of this is due to a rise in consumption. If anything consumption has fallen over the last decade in
the UK partly as a result of energy saving measures and efficiencies.
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Graph 6.

August 2022
Price caps, a ceiling for consumers or a floor for producers?
The British ‘spinning top’ Prime Minister just announced a price cap for consumers and support for
businesses. The former for 2 years and the latter to be reviewed after 6 months.
Graph 7. (Sterling Dollar Rate)
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The Pound was not impressed as this support will cost between £130 and £150 billion, the single biggest
fiscal package ever outside of war. Currency movements tend to ground delusional Prime Ministers and
none is as delusional as tax slasher Truss. In addition, it is likely that when adding these billions to the
European fiscal measures, it would bring actual and proposed support close to €1 trillion, more than
enough to have developed the Ukraine in a manner similar to East Germany, but which will now go instead
into the pockets of the energy giants who orchestrated this fiasco for their own benefit.
Which brings us to the key question, will these caps and/or supports produce a ceiling for customers or a
floor for providers. Our analysis begins with movements in oil prices which are less disturbed by the war
in the Ukraine. Oil remains the dominant energy source in the world especially in the advanced capitalist
economies. It provides a third of all energy and nearly two-fifths of all fossil fuel usage.
Graph 8.

The oil price is currently down 30% from its high and in real terms it is no higher than the start of the year.
Graph 9.

Source:
CNBC
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Currently the price of gas measured by oil is around $500 dollars compared to the market price of under
$90 dollars for oil. It therefore makes sense for energy providers to switch from gas to oil even in gas
turbine power plants despite the higher maintenance costs that follow. Thus gas does not exist in a
vacuum, it has an opportunity cost. As a result despite news headlines of soaring prices, wholesale energy
prices are actually in retreat despite Russia cutting off its gas. Graph 10 provides data up to the 8th August.
Graph 10.

In fact, the financial press is beginning to echo a prediction I made earlier that in the face of falling global
prices for energy, Russia may have to restart its gas exports to Europe to compensate for falling prices.
Clearly the objective for Putin was to drive up gas prices in Europe to politically explosive levels but if that
is not achievable he has nothing to gain from holding back gas supplies.
It is in this light that we have to view these price caps. Undoubtedly, the energy providers will take
advantage of the £2,500 average limit to maximise their tariffs. This means their top line will be secured.
And if their bottom line falls, i.e. the price of gas, then their profit margin will expand. Thus it may be the
case, that in an imploding global economy which is deflating energy prices, their profits will be guaranteed
despite the slump. It therefore seems that the winners from this price cap will not be consumers but the
energy giants and the speculators. Consumers will still be paying twice as much in real terms as they did
in 2019. (At the time of writing I have not read about any formula which ties the cap to wholesale prices
so that it is moves in tandem with wholesale prices which make up over 40% of the cost of energy
provision. What I have read instead is the chorus of newspaper headlines promoted by western oligarchs
all saying the same thing, wholesale prices are rising when in fact they are falling with talk of household
prices rising to £6,000 if uncapped next year. This is hysterical scaremongering.)
I would like to add what is hidden is the small print, where the Treasury and Bank of England are setting
up a $40 billion fund to provide liquidity to bankroll speculation, or as it is called, to provide sufficient
margin for hedging. Given that energy providers have most probably over-hedged and at prices higher
than future spot prices, they will need every penny to cover their losses. That £40 billion could have raised
Universal Credit for those on benefits by at least £40 over two years. The former prevents the speculators
from having to take a financial haircut, the latter would have prevented real starvation and it would have
prevented many premature deaths. The echo of 2008 resonates down the dark corridor of time.
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Conclusion.
The European Central Bank just raised its interest rate by 0.75% to curb the European economy. They are
likely to do more damage to the EU than Putin can manage. The problem is not demand. Even for gas,
demand is way down from ten years ago. But interest rates only act on demand, not on supply. The
remedy is quackish, it will end up doing more harm than good. But this is to be expected from
warmongering imbeciles.
Graph 11.

It is likely the metric of marginal costs will be abandoned. Marginal costing, the mantra of neo-classical
economics, was always going to blow up in the faces of the neo-liberals particularly in places where the
sun may not shine but the wind may blow. Pricing electricity in terms of weighted average costs will reduce
average annual prices and provide less of a playground for the speculators. It will make the market less
worse.
The workers’ solution of course is to nationalise the energy industry. Firstly to curb rampant profiteering
and secondly to manage the transition from fossil fuels to renewables. In the packed out inaugural rally
for Enough is Enough in my English City, the loudest cheers were for the calls to nationalise energy, water,
transport and to renationalise our NHS. The greatest energy source in the world is a committed and united
working class inspired by its goals.
Brian Green, 8th August 2022.
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